
1. Suspenseful drone: select the Smart Strings and tap on the Notes 

button to switch to the fingerboard view. Tap and hold one finger on 

any of the strings to create a drone  

2. Suspenseful drone #2: open the Smart Strings, choose Notes view 

and make sure the cello is selected. Play a drone on one of the cello 

strings (as above) and then slowly (VERY slowly!) move your finger 

to the right. Pause on a single pitch every now and then, and then 

continue to move gradually to the right again 

3. Dissonant drone: same as the previous example, but this time add 

a second finger on to a different string (while still holding down the 

first finger). The more dissonant the two pitches sound, the better. 

Keep you fingers the same distance apart and move them gradually to 

the right at the same time.  

4. Creepy pizzicato footsteps: Still in the Smart Strings Notes view, 

select the Violin at the top of the screen. Hold down the pizzicato 

button on the left edge of the fingerboard and tap randomly on the top 

two strings, moving your fingers along the strings as you tap - as if 

you were imitating footsteps. Increase in speed gradually (as if you’re 

trying to escape from something!).  

5. The terrified heartbeat: Open the Drums (not the Smart  

Drums). Play the kick drum in a slow, steady rhythm - like a 

heartbeat. Gradually increase the speed of the rhythm, as if the 

heartbeat is getting faster.  



6. The erie piano: Open the Keyboard (not the Smart Keyboard) and 

move up 2 or 3 octaves using the octave keys on the left of the screen. 

Choose 3 notes that are next to one another - a combination of black 

and white notes. Then, experiment by playing them all at the same 

time or one after the other, fast or slow. 

7. Crunchy chords: Open the Keyboard (not the Smart Keyboard). 

With the first 3 fingers of your left hand, choose 3 black notes to play 

(any 3 black notes will do). Then at the same time, choose 3 white 

notes to play with the first 3 fingers of your right hand. The stranger 

and more dissonant your chord sounds, the better. Experiment by 

playing the notes all at the same time, with a variety of rhythms or 

one after the other.  

8. Dramatic diminished 9th: Open the Smart Keyboard. Tap on the 

wrench icon to open the Settings menu and then tap on Edit Chords. 

Tap the Em chord strip on the left of the screen and then use the 

scroll wheels at the top to change it to an Edim9 chord. Tap Done. You 

can then play the chord strip in a variety of ways to create a dramatic 

mood: try playing a bass note in the shaded area of the strip and then 

tap the white part of the strip. Vary your speed and dynamics. You 

can also run your finger slowly (or quickly) up and down the chord 

strip.  

9. The monster roar: Open the Sampler, tap the Start button  

and record a single cough. Shift the keyboard down two octaves and 

then play a low note. Your cough should have been transformed to a 

scary monster’s roar! 


